A fundamental problem in statistical data analysis is testing whether two phenomena are related. When the phenomena in question are time series, many challenges emerge. The first is defining a dependence measure between time series at the population level, as well as a sample level test statistic. The second is computing or estimating the distribution of this test statistic under the null, as the permutation test procedure is invalid for most time series structures. This work aims to address these challenges by combining distance correlation and multiscale graph correlation (MGC) from independence testing literature and block permutation testing from time series analysis. Two hypothesis tests for testing the independence of time series are proposed. These procedures also characterize whether the dependence relationship between the series is linear or nonlinear, and the time lag at which this dependence is maximized. For strictly stationary auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) processes, the proposed independence tests are proven valid and consistent. Finally, neural connectivity in the brain is analyzed using fMRI data, revealing linear dependence of signals within the visual network and default mode network, and nonlinear relationships in other regions. This work opens up new theoretical and practical directions for many modern time series analysis problems.
Introduction
Time series data are ubiquitous in fields such as neuroscience, finance, and sociology. For this reason, in many data analysis and machine learning settings, one wishes to determine the relationship between two jointly-observed time series (X t , Y t ). While further analysis can involve predicting the value of one series given an observation of the other, or analyzing the geometry of the relationship, the first step is determining whether a discernible relationship exists [19] . In the case of phenomena X and Y for which independent and identically-distributed (i.i.d.) observations can be drawn, this question translates to whether the random variables X and Y are independent. In the time series setting, this question translates to whether to whether components of the time series X t and Y t−j spaced j timesteps apart are independent for various values of j.
Current approaches to general independence testing include kernel-methods such as Hilbert-Schmidt Information Criterion (HSIC) [6, 7] , and distance based methods such as distance correlation (DCorr) [17, 18] . Sejdinovic et al. [14] , Shen and Vogelstein [15] has shown distance and kernel-based methods are equivalent at both the population and sample levels, and only differ because their kernel or metric choice is different. Multiscale graph correlation (MGC) [16, 19] is an optimized local version of For temporally-dependent data such as functional magnetic resonance images (fMRI), dynamic social networks, and financial indices, independence testing procedures are limited [9] . Researchers currently resort to measures of linear dependence such as autocorrelation and crosscorrelation, ruling out potential nonlinear relationships [9] . The goal of this work is to apply the principles of DCorr and MGC to time series (among other dependent data). Even after determining a reasonable test statistic to measure dependence between time series, computing or estimating the distribution of the statistic under the null hypothesis of independence presents an additional challenge. While the permutation test procedure is common for many hypothesis tests, it requires the exchangeability of observations in the sample. This property is not satisfied by time series, and the point is also addressed via a block permutation test approach.
This work proposes statistical independence tests for two multidimensional time series: cross-distance correlation (DCorr-X) and cross multiscale graph correlation (MGC-X), based on DCorr and MGC, respectively. A reasonable definition of dependence between time series is proposed both for the population and sample level, as well as a block permutation procedure to estimate the null distribution and p-value. Additionally, our procedure estimates the time lag at which this dependence is maximized, further characterizing the temporal nature of the relationship. Validity and consistency results are shown for the tests. Finally, an analysis neural connectivity via fMRI data and MGC-X is presented. These methods expand the scope of traditional independence testing to complex, non-i.i.d. settings, accelerating research capabilities in neuroscience, econometrics, sociology, and countless other fields.
Preliminaries

Notation
Let Z be the integers {..., −1, 0, 1, ...}, N be the non-negative integers {0, 1, 2, ...}, and R be the real line (−∞, ∞). Let F X , F Y , and F X,Y represent the marginal and joint distributions of random variables X and Y , whose realizations exist in X and Y, respectively. Similarly, Let F Xt , F Ys , and F (Xt,Ys) represent the marginal and joint distributions of the time-indexed random variables X t and Y s at timesteps t and s. For this work, assume X = R p and Y = R q for p, q ∈ Z + . Finally, let {(X t , Y t )} ∞ t=−∞ represent the full, jointly-sampled time series, structured as a countably long list of observations (X t , Y t ).
Problem Statement
To formalize the problem, consider a strictly stationary time series {(X t , Y t )} ∞ t=−∞ , with the observed sample {(X 1 , Y 1 ), ..., (X n , Y n )}. Choose some M ∈ N, the "maximum lag" hyperparameter. We test the independence of two series via the following hypothesis.
The null hypothesis implies that for any (M + 1)-length stretch in the time series, X t is pairwise independent of present and past values Y t−j spaced j timesteps away (including j = 0). A corresponding test for whether Y t is dependent on past values of X t is available by swapping the labels of each time series. Finally, the hyperparameter M governs the maximum number of timesteps in the past for which we check the influence of Y t−j on X t . This M can be chosen for computation considerations, as well as for specific subject matter purposes, e.g. a signal from one region of the brain might only influence be able to influence another within 20 time steps implies M = 20.
We frame the solution in three parts. First, we explore distributional parameters that are quantitative measures of dependence. These parameters are theoretical and can only be computed with knowledge of the distribution that governs (X t , Y t ). Second, we investigate corresponding sample estimators for these population parameters, and from these estimators we propose a test statistic indicating the level of dependence between the time series. Finally, we estimate the sampling distribution of the test statistic under the null to determine statistical significance. A simple permutation test cannot be used, as the observed time series {X t } and {Y t } are not exchangeable, which motivates a modified procedure.
Distance covariance and correlation
First, we describe a suitable measure of dependence. Consider random variables X ∈ R p and Y ∈ R q , with finite first and second moments. The distance covariance function is defined as:
X and Y are independent copies of X and Y respectively. dcov(X, Y ) is 0 if and only if X and Y are independent and non-zero otherwise [14, 18] . We can also represent this function as
weight function defined by:
In this representation, it is more apparent why independence would force the joint characteristic function to be equal to the product of the marginals, and the integral to be 0. This function can be normalized to the distance correlation function dcorr as such: Another common measure of dependence is the Hilbert-Schmidt Information Criterion (HSIC) whose estimator operates on the kernel matrices K X and K Y of the sample
. These methods are equivalent with distance-based methods due to a bijective mapping between distance functions and kernels shown in Shen and Vogelstein [15] . Our task will be to apply this distance-based measure to a joint time series process.
Empirical estimates
We now show the sample estimates of these quantities. Given sample 
Define B ij equivalently. Finally, compute:
Column centering guarantees consistency of the estimator for the population dcorr [16] . Other centering schemes and their respective advantages are discussed in Shen et al. [16] .
Multiscale Graph Correlation (MGC)
MGC builds on the distance correlation test statistic by retaining only the distances that are most informative toward the relationship between X and Y . Specifically, let A and B be the centered distance matrices above. Define G k and H l to be the k-nearest and l-nearest neighbor matrices, respectively. G k ij = 1 indicates that A ij is within the smallest k values of the i-th row of A, and similarly for H l [16, 19] . Define:
The test statistic mgc n (X, Y ) is the smoothed maximum of the dcorr k,l n over k and l, giving this statistic better finite-sample performance, as opposed to dcorr [16] , for many nonlinear settings. The test also returns k and l that achieve this maximum. If both k and l are equal to n, then the relationship is assumed to be linear [19] . That MGC provides information about the geometric nature of the relationship has proven to be a useful feature.
Linear dependence in time series
Because our problem of interest involves time series specifically, we describe other dependence measures for time series. For a stationary time series, {X t } ∞ t=−∞ , linear dependence is measured with the autocovariance function (ACVF) at lag j ∈ N.
The normalized autocorrelation function (ACF) is defined as:
To compute the empirical estimates, compute the empircal Pearson's correlation on the dataset
Analogously, given two stationary time series {(X t , Y t )} ∞ t=−∞ , the crosscovariance function (CCVF) at lead/lag j ∈ Z is defined as:
The normalized crosscorrelation function (CCF) is defined as:
CCF measures pairwise linear dependence between components from either time series. The sample equivalents are computed when given {X 1 , ..., X n−j } and {Y j+1 , ..., Y n } by taking the sample covariance and correlation. Plotting the estimates of this function is often the first resort for a researcher wishing to investigate the relationships within observations (ACF) or between observations (CCF). A result due to Bartlett gives 95% confidence bands ± 1.96 √ n for these estimates, and statistical programs such as R typically automatically overlay them on ACF and CCF plots made using built-in functions.
However, this confidence interval is only accurate for linear time series, as in
For nonlinear models, these bands can be misleading, and ad-hoc analysis of the ACF or CCF plot can lead to false conclusions [13] . The well-known Ljung-Box statistic makes use of these functions in testing for autocorrelatedness of time series.
While suitable for tests for linear dependence, as a test for general dependence, LB performs poorly [3] . We are therefore interested in estimating a function similar to the CCVF/CCF that will capture nonlinear dependencies.
Other dependence measures in time series
Recent literature addresses nonlinear forms of dependence in time series via adaptations of frequencydomain methods. The standardized spectral density of a stationary time series is defined as
the Fourier transform of the ACF. In white noise settings (the time series in uncorrelated with itself at various lags), h(ω) is uniform, as all frequencies are represented equally in the spectrum. Deviation from uniformity implies autocorrelatedness of the time series. Similarly, Hong [10] defines the generalized spectral density
Deviations of the generalized spectral density from uniformity imply dependence [10] . To generate a test statistic based on this observation, Fokianos and Pitsillou [5] use:
is an estimate of the uniform density under the assumption of independence, and || · || w is a weighted L 2 -norm with respect to some weight function w(u, v). Fokianos and Pitsillou [5] gives kernel-type estimators for the spectrum (as is common in spectral estimation [1] ), and using the weight function described in Section 2.3, the statistic simplifies to a Ljung-Box type:
where κ(·) is a kernel function, and p is a bandwidth parameter. Fokianos and Pitsillou [5] offer consistency results for a test of serial dependence based on this test statistic, when p = cn λ for c > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1). We can adapt this methodology, as well as that of MGC, for testing of dependence between (rather than within) stationary time series.
3 The DCorr-X and MGC-X independence tests
Recall the problem statement in Section 2.2, that is given
, we test:
Our proposed procedure comprises of a suitable measure of dependence, its estimator used to derive a test statistic, and resampling procedure as a way to estimate the p-value of the observed test statistic.
The test statistics
Define the cross-distance correlation at lag j as
Where dcorr(·, ·) is the distance correlation function described in Section 2.3. Assuming strict stationarity of {(X t , Y t )} is important in even defining dcorr(j), as the parameter depends only on the spacing j, and not the timestep t of X t and Y t−j . Similarly, let dcorr n (j) be its estimator, with mgc n (j) being the MGC test statistic evaluated for {X t } and
Similarly, the MGC-X test statistic is
While MGC-X is more computationally intensive than DCorr-X, MGC-X employs multiscale analysis to achieve better finite-sample power in high-dimensional, nonlinear, and structured data settings [11, 16, 19] .
The block permutation test
Let T n represent either of the test statistics above. To compute the p-value, one need to estimate the null distribution of T n , namely its distribution under indepdendence pair of data. A typical permutation test would permute the indices {1, 2, 3, ..., n}, reorder the series {Y t } according to this permutation, and T n would be computed on {X t } and the reordered {Y t }. This procedure would be repeated K times, generating K samples of the test statistic under the null. This permutation test requires exchangeability of the sequence {Y t }, which would be true in the i.i.d. case, but is generally violated in the time series case. Instead, a block permutation captures the dependence between elements of the series, as described in [13] . Letting · be the ceiling function, this procedure partitions the list of indices into size b "blocks", and permutes the 
Compute T (r)
n on the series {(X t , Y π(t) )} n t=1 for replicate r.
Repeat this procedure K times (typically K = 100 or 1000), and let T (0) n = T n , with:
where I{·} is the indicator function.
Estimating the optimal lag
To give more information as to the nature of the relationship between the two time series, we estimate the lag j that maximizes the dependence between X t and Y t−j (the "optimal lag"). Denote this M * .
Both procedures yield estimatorsM :
Theoretical Results
The following assumptions are shared across the consequent theorems. Proofs are in the Appendix. The assumptions and results are listed once again below.
Assumption 1.
X t Y t t is a strictly stationary process.
Assumption 2.
X t Y t t has finite second moment.
Assumption 3.
For the block permutation test procedure, we choose a block size b n and number of permutations K such that as n → ∞,
The following hold.
is nonconstant, and a continuous random variable for all t.
Next, we adopt the notation from Shen et al. [16] , in that dcorr ρ k ,ρ l (X, Y ) is the population local correlation defined as follows. Let B(c, r) be an r-ball about point c, and · denote the complex conjugate.
represent the normalized scale. Finally, let (X, Y ) and (X , Y ) be sampled independently from F XY , and I(·) be the indicator function.
For our purposes, let dcorr ρ k ,ρ l (j) be the population distance correlation evaluated at evaluated at (X t , Y t−j ) (with corresponding independent copy (X t , Y t−j )). dcorr k,l n (j) represents the sample local correlation as before evaluated for time series X t and Y t−j , with mgc n (j) = smoothed max k,l dcorr k,l n (j) . π : {1, 2, ..., n} → {1, 2, ..., n} is a mapping that represents the permutation. Note that dcorr 1,1 (j) = dcorr(j). In the following statements, we drop the argument j, keeping in mind that the sample and population local correlation can be applied to a shifted time series Y t−j . Theorem 1. For any > 0, there exists a sufficiently large n such that
Theorem 1 elucidates the bias and variance of our estimate of the population local correlation as a function of the sample size n, allowing Theorem 2 to confirm that the estimate approaches the population parameter as the sample size increases. This has implications for the validity and consistency of the test.
Next, Theorem 3 shows the validity of the block permutation procedure for estimating the p-value. Let T * n be the observed test statistic for either DCorr-X or MGC-X. Let T n,K,α be the top 100(1 − α)-th percentile of the K values of T n evaluated at (X t , Y π(t) ) for each index mapping π.
Theorem 3.
Under the null, P (T * n ≥ T n,K,α ) → α as n → ∞. In other words, DCorr-X and MGC-X using block permutation are asymptotically valid.
This means that using this block permutation procedure, DCorr-X and MGC-X correctly controls the Type I error for large sample size.
Theorem 4.
Under the alternative, P (T * n ≥ T n,K,α ) → 1 as n, K → ∞. In other words, DCorr-X and MGC-X with block bootstrap are consistent against any dependency.
Similarly, Theorem 4 states that as the sample size increases, under any alternative, the probability or correctly rejecting the null approaches 1.
Finally, Theorem 5 inspects the optimal lag estimation technique, in that the returnedM finds the lag M * = argmax j:0≤j≤M dcorr(j), at which dcorr(j) or MGC(j) is highest.
Theorem 5.M → M * in probability as n → ∞.
Thus,M is a consistent estimator for M * , correctly detecting the lag of maximal dependence.
Simulation Results
Power Curves
The following simulations estimates the power of either test at varying sample sizes. t represents the noise on time series {X t } and η t represents the noise on time series {Y t }, both generated as standard normal random variables.
No Dependence The process below represents two independent, stationary autoregressive time series with lag one, commonly denoted AR(1). In this case, the independence test should control the rejection probability by some desired significance level α. While the block bootstrap procedure is known to have results in terms of asymptotic validity for many problems, Figure 1A shows validity for this process at sample sizes as low as n=70 with 100 replicates.
Linear Dependence This process presents a case of linear correlation, detectable by the CCF. Figure   1B shows DCorr-X always using the global scale (which is optimal here) while MGC-X might choose a local scale (not (n,n)) due to random variation, explaining a slight decrease in power, as expected. Figure 1 : The three processes above are simulated for n timesteps, R = 100 times, with K = 100 bootstrap replicates, with the percent of series for which either test (DCorr-X or MGC-X) rejects the null hypothesis recorded.
The black dashed line represents α = 0.05. In column 1, the tests show empirical validity, as they accepts at rate α. In columns 2 and 3, the power converges to 1 for either test. These simulations support the claim of asymptotic validity and consistency for a larger class of time series than specified by Section 4. Nonlinear Dependence The final process presents a simple case where the time series are dependent, but not correlated. Figure 1C shows MGC-X, which estimates a local scale to increase power for each value of n, achieves greater power than DCorr-X until n is large enough that DCorr-X is consistent as well.
Optimal Lag Estimation
Consider the process
For φ 3 φ 1 , there exists a stronger dependence between the X t and Y t−3 than X t and Y t−1 . Figure   2 shows that MGC-X estimate the correct lag more often as n grows.
Similarly, consider the simple nonlinear process, which has clear dependence at lag 3: Figure 3 shows similar phenomenon in the distribution of optimal lag estimates, as center more tightly around the true optimal lag j = 3 for even the relatively small sample size of n = 60. 
Analyzing Connectivity in the Human Brain
The following example is from an individual (Subject ID: 100307) of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) available for download from: https://www.humanconnectome.org/study/hcp-young-adult/datareleases. The human cortex is parcellated into 180 parcels as per hemisphere using HCP multi-modal parcellation atlas [4] . 22 parcels are selected as regions-of-interest (ROIs) representing various locations across the cortex. The parcels are denoted X (1) , ..., X (22) . Each parcel consists of contiguous set of vertices whose fMRI signal is projected on the cortical surface. Averaging those vertices within a parcel yields a univariate time series
In this case n = 1200. The network names and their shorthand notation are listed in Table 1 . The selected ROIs, their parcel number in the HCP multi-modal parcellation [4] , and assigned network are listed in Table 2 . Figure 4 shows the negative logarithm base 10 p-value of MGC-X performed on each pair of parcels.
Note that the test is asymmetric, resulting in an asymmetric matrix. Even with the maximum lag set to 1, there are many dependencies within and between ROIs. Finally, Figure 6 shows the optimal scale at which the local correlation is maximized for both the first time series X = X (u) and the second Y = X (v) . With many of the time series within the default mode network and visual network having a normalized optimal scale of (1,1) when tested for dependence, it would appear that the signals in these networks are linearly dependent. In many other networks, nonlinear dependencies are observed among their signals. Parcel Name  1  Visual  1  V1  2  Visual  23  MT  3  Visual  18  FFC  4  SM  53  3a  5  SM  24  A1  6  dAtt  96  6a  7  dAtt  117  API  8  dAtt  50  MIP  9  dAtt  143  PGp  10  vAtt  109  MI  11  vAtt  148  PF  12  vAtt  60  p32pr  13  vAtt  38  23c  14  Limbic  135  TF  15  Limbic  93  OFC  16  FP  83  p9-46v  17  FP  149  PFm  18  DMN  150  PGi  19  DMN  65  p32pr  20  DMN  161  32pd  21  DMN  132  TE1a  22  DMN  71  9p   Table 2 : The first column displayed the numeric order in which parcels appear in the following figures. The second displayed the network to which these parcels belong, while the last displays the parcel number from the et al. [4] parcellation.
ROI ID Network Parcel Key
Figure 4: For the above matrix P , P uv is the resulting p-value of MGC-X applied to {X (u) } and {X (v) }) with maximum lag M = 1. Any value above approximately 1.3 is significant at α = 0.05. t )}) with maximum lag M = 1. The full optimal scale is read as the pair (P uv , Q uv ). A normalized optimal scale of (1,1) implies a linear relationship between {(X (u) t } and {X (v) t )}), as present within many of the time series of the visual network and default mode network.
Deviations from (1,1) imply nonlinear relationships, which are ubiquitous within and between the other networks.
Discussion
The results regarding DCorr-X and MGC-X prompt further analysis both in theory and application.
Theoretically, next steps involve extending validity and consistency results for a growing M , introducing consistency against all alternatives. From a methodological viewpoint, the ideas of independence testing and block permutation can be readily extended to other forms of dependent data, specifically spatial statistics and geographical data [8] [2] [20] .
In light of Shen and Vogelstein [15] , this independence testing procedure is directly applicable to the K-sample testing of time series problem as well. Considering the expansion of these methods, MGC-X motivates research in many applications, especially for biological time series, for which finite-sample testing power is crucial. In neuroscience specifically, the Human Connectome Project data can be used to characterize differential connectivity across individuals and mental tasks/states. These analyses can easily be extended to the population level, investigating multiple brains.
The functions to perform the tests are implemented in the pip installable Python package mgcpy [12] , inviting researchers of all disciplines to use DCorr-X and MGC-X as a data analysis tool for multiple time series analysis. The theoretical, methodological, and practical impact of DCorr-X and MGC-X expand the reach of statistical principles in making scientific discovery possible.
Data and Code Availability Statement The analysis and visualization of the data was performed using open-source software packages MGC (https://neurodata.io/mgc) and GraSPy (https://neurodata.io/graspy/).
Assumption 3.
X t Y t t is nonconstant, and a continuous random variable for all t.
Theorem 1.
For any > 0, there exists a sufficiently large n such that
Proof. In the case that X and Y represent i.i.d. random variables, as in Shen et al. [16] , then
for any i = j. For time series, we defined
for independent copies of the series (X t , Y t ) and (X t , Y t ). For a finite time series sample, observations X i and X j may not be independent, and 1 may not hold. However, due to the continuity of
over the set of joint distributions (X i , Y i ) and (X j , Y j ) and Assumption 4, we have that there is a γ ∈ N (dependent on ) such that
for index pairs (i, j) such that |i − j| > γ, we can apply Theorem 5 of Shen et al. [16] to simplify the expectation to dcorr ρ k ,ρ l and be off by at most O( ). We count the fraction of index pairs for which |i − j| ≤ γ.
Then, the fraction of index pairs for which |i − j| > γ is equal to:
For these index pairs, we can apply the argument from Theorem 5 of Shen et al. [16] , and we have that for sufficiently large n:
We argue very similarly for the variance.
Var dcov
Given an , invoking the continuity of 2 with respect to the joint distribution of (X i , Y i ), (X j , Y j ), (X s , Y s ), and (X t , Y t ), we are concerned with sets of indices i, j, s, t being beyond γ( ) distance of one another, as as these are the indices for which the components can be considered approximately independent.
To such sets of indices, we have n choices for the first index, at most n − 2γ − 1 choices for the second, and so on. Thus, the fraction of these "approximately independent" indices is:
Similarly, the number of elements for which there is dependence between time series components in elements of either time series is at most:
In the i.i.d. case, Shen et al. [16] found Var dcov
n . Thus, we can use this for the approximately independent elements, being off by O( ) and we have:
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 1 and Chebyshev's inequality. Take any a > 0 and any j.
For a fixed a, this probability approaches 0 as n → ∞.
To inspect validity, we first show that the block permuted Y π(t) is distributed the same as {Y t } asymptotically for every t, conditioned on previous observations. We then show that X t is asymptotically independent of Y π(t−j) for all |j| ≤ M . With these two facts in place, the approximately independently sampled processes, (X t ) and (Y π(t) ), are used to evaluate observations of the test statistic under the null. From these observations, a valid test is produced.
Theorem 3.
Proof. We first show that the distribution of Y π(t)|π(t−1),π(t−2),... is asymptotically the same as that of Y t | Y t−1 , Y t−1 , .... For any index t, this will be true if Y π(t) "close" to the components on which it is dependent. Specifically, given any consider γ such that: , which approaches 0 as n gets large. Because can be taken arbitrarily small, F Y π(t)|π(t−1),π(t−2),... approaches F Yt|Y t−1 ,Y t−1 ,... for large n with high probability for any t.
Next, we show that for each t, X t and Y π(t) are asymptotically sampled independently. By assumption, this requires t and π(t) to be sufficiently far. Given any , choose γ such that:
sup |F Xt,Y t−j − F Xt F Y t−j | < for j ≥ γ For asymptotic independence, P (|t − π(t − j)| < γ for some |j| < M ) must approach 0. Let L = max{γ, M }, and n be large enough such that b n > L. If index t is in the first L indices of any block, then it vanishes due to the same argument as above. If t is in the remaining b n − L indices, then the permuted block that contains π(t) must have π(t) = t (the block containing the original indices surrounding t). This is one block among n bn choices.
by Assumption 3. The resamples (Y π(t) ) are asymptotically independent from the series (X t ), as the indices t are far from any of the block permuted indices π(t) with high probability. The statistic T n (X t , Y π(t) ) indeed follows its distribution under the null for growing n.
Finally, by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF)F K,Tn taken with K observations of the statistic T n , converges to the true CDF F Tn in the sense that sup s∈R |F K,Tn (s) − F Tn (s)| → 0 almost surely as K → ∞.
Therefore, by letting the number K of resampled series (Y π(t) ) grow with n, say K = n, the estimate of the distribution of T n is consistent, implying that P (T * n ≥ T n,K,α ) → α. DCorr-X and MGC-X with block permutation are asymptotically valid tests.
Theorem 4.
